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PolitiFact does a fact check on VAERS (the NVIC interface)

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If you thought fact checkers were a source of unbiased facts, think again. Earlier this year,

Facebook admitted, in a court of law, that its fact checkers are not asserting facts but rather “First

Amendment-protected opinions.”

A recent telephone recording by Steve Kirsch, founder of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, in

which he responds to a fact checker from PolitiFact, is equally revealing. The young woman clearly

has no idea what she’s talking about, yet she’s been put into a position where she gets to be the sole

and Tnal arbiter of truth.

Why Use MedAlerts?

The PolitiFact fact checker, Gabrielle Settles, contacted Kirsch with a number of questions. First,

she wanted to know why he uses MedAlerts  as a source rather than the Vaccine Adverse Events

Reporting System (VAERS) on the Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s Wonder site.

VAERS was an outgrowth of the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986, a law that Barbara

Loe Fisher, co-founder of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), helped Tght for. As you

likely know, this site and many of you have supported NVIC with donations, which allows them to

carry on their terriTc work, including their MedAlerts VAERS database query tool.

Between 1990 and 2001, VAERS data were accessible only by Tling a Freedom of Information Act

request. In 2001, a VAERS website was created,  and in 2006 the database was moved to CDC

Wonder. The MedAlerts VAERS interface was created by the NVIC, which is the reason why fact

checkers attack it. It went online April 9, 2003.

In response to Settles’ question, Kirsch explained that MedAlerts simply has a more user-friendly

interface, while providing the same exact data as VAERS and OpenVAERS.

Are VAERS Data Valid?

Settles then moved on to question the validity of VAERS data in general. She pointed out that raw

VAERS reports are not vetted and veriTed for accuracy, and that they cannot be used to prove

causation. In other words, the fact that there are more than 24,400 deaths  reported post-jab does

not automatically mean that the shot was the cause of all those deaths.

Kirsch countered by pointing out that what makes VAERS so valuable is the fact that you can Tnd

important safety signals that would otherwise be missed. This is its intended function, and it works

quite well for that.

For example, looking at the dosing data for myocarditis, you Tnd that after the Trst dose, there are

relatively few myocarditis cases reported, but after the second dose, reports explode. This kind of

consistency in the data is very telling and not easily dismissed.

Fact checkers are now trying to dismiss VAERS data as unreliable at best and useless at worst. But

they have a serious problem because the U.S. government had a clear duty, enshrined in law, to

create a system to detect potential vaccine injuries.

If they now want to throw VAERS out, then the government is in a real pickle, because that means

they did not create a functional and useful system. If VAERS is so seriously cawed as to be useless,

then government has broken the law, and are duty bound to replace it with something that actually

works. It’s a real Catch-22. In their zeal to protect Big Pharma, fact checkers may be inadvertently

throwing government agencies under the bus.

Weak Hit Piece Tries to Salvage the Narrative

PolitiFact published its NVIC/MedAlerts article February 28, 2022, under the title, “How an

Alternative Gateway to VAERS Data Helps Fuel Vaccine Misinformation.”  While clearly meant as a

hit piece, it actually provides NVIC some much-needed publicity, even giving links to both its About

Us and Reporting Options pages.

The main point of contention, however, is so weak it smacks of desperation. According to Settles,

the government’s disclaimer — which states that VAERS reports can include information that is

incomplete or inaccurate and doesn’t provide enough information to determine causation — isn’t

prominent enough on the MedAlert’s website.

“Users who go to MedAlerts can search through VAERS reports without ever reading a government

disclaimer,” Settles contends, adding that “unlike the CDC’s Wonder database, users on MedAlerts

who don’t notice or click on the links won’t see the warnings about what they read.”

Without a clear understanding of the limitations of VAERS, MedAlert’s search results are

“vulnerable ... to misinterpretation by members of the public who are not trained to evaluate the

information,” Settles insists. She goes on, “When government researchers use and interpret VAERS

reports, they are not drawing conclusions based on the numbers alone but, rather, looking for

patterns that warrant further study.”

The irony is that this is precisely what Kirsch and many others have been doing. VAERS is a tool

that can help identify potential safety issues by looking at patterns and trends, but the total number

of reports of a speciTc problem cannot be discounted because it’s part of the signal.

The fact of the matter is that there are many safety signals in the VAERS data, but those tasked

with investigating them are refusing to do it. At this point, one wonders whether any U.S. agency

can actually be trusted to conduct an unbiased investigation even if they decided to do one.

Settles also attacks Kirsch personally, dismissing his safety concerns by stating that the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration has chalked his claims up as being “not based in science.” Essentially,

Settles’ article can be summed up as a desperate attempt to redirect people back to the CDC and

FDA propaganda, which dismisses the now outlandishly large number of post-jab VAERS reports as

being of no consequence.

Post-Jab Neurological Issues Were Under Investigation in 2021

Meanwhile, The Epoch Times recently reported  that “Two U.S. agencies have been quietly studying

neurological problems that have appeared in people who have had COVID-19 vaccines.”

According to emails reviewed by The Epoch Times, Dr. Janet Woodcock, principal deputy director of

the FDA, “has been personally evaluating neurologic side effects from the COVID-19 vaccines since

at least Sept. 13, 2021.” In a November 16, 2021, email, Woodcock wrote:

“We are having di-culty pinning down these nervous system-related events that have been

brought to our attention. I’ve asked for speci?c searches of the reports we get both from

here and ex-U.S. (as these vaccines have been used in many countries) as well as from

trials, where oversight of participants is greater.”

Emails from Dr. Peter Marks, director of the FDA’s Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research,

which is in charge of the regulation of vaccines, suggest other FDA epidemiologists were also

looking into it, as were a team at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

(NINDS), which belongs to the National Institutes of Health. The NINDS supposedly started seeing

vaccine injured patients in early 2021. According to The Epoch Times:

“Dr. Avindra Nath, clinical director of the NIH’s NINDS, headed a team that examined

patients who experienced serious neurological issues ... Nath and Dr. Farinaz Safavi, one of

Nath’s top deputies, have said they believe the issues are linked to the vaccines.

‘We started an effort at NIH to look at neurological side effects of COVID-19 vaccines,’

Safavi said in an email to one of the patients on March 3, 2021. ‘We believe the symptoms

to be real. That is the reason we have been treating patients,’ Nath said in a different

message on July 27, 2021.”

Were Patients Abandoned to Protect Big Pharma ProOts?

While it’s tempting to see this as good news, there’s something really strange going on. For starters,

none of these investigations was ever publicly announced. Why not?

What’s worse, as 2021 wore on, the research appears to have stalled and then been abandoned

altogether. It’s hard to Tnd another explanation for this other than they don’t want to do anything

that might force them to take the COVID jab off the market.

“Even among those examined, the excitement of connecting with top researchers and

government o-cials turned to disappointment and frustration when repeated queries

yielded few signs of progress on research into post-vaccination problems,” The Epoch

Times writes.

“Woodcock and Marks would often only provide updates after being prodded ... Nath and

Safavi also grew distant as 2021 wore on. They eventually stopped examining patients.”

Brianne Dressen, who had been examined by Nath and given a diagnosis of “post-vaccine

neuropathy,” suddenly hit a dead end as 2021 drew to a close. Nath would do no more for her, and

also told her to stop referring patients to him, saying they did “not have any clinical trial for vaccine-

related complications.” Epoch Times writes:

“Dressen responded in January that she will ‘always be indebted to you and what you did

for me,’ crediting Nath ... with keeping her alive. However, she added, her ‘heart is

shattered.’

‘I am more confused now than ever about what my active and willing engagement in the

scienti?c process actually meant, or has led to,’ she wrote ... ‘Looking back on this, I can

see how unethical it was even when they were helping us,’ Dressen told The Epoch Times.”

Another vaccine injured patient, Dr. Danice Hertz, who was seen virtually by NIH experts in early

2021, expressed similar feelings to The Epoch Times.

“Hertz described being shocked about the lack of public acknowledgement of the post-

vaccination issues by the FDA ... ‘They refuse to acknowledge what’s happening to so many

thousands of people,’ Hertz told The Epoch Times. ‘We’ve been completely abandoned. And

we’re despondent over it.’”

Who Is Responsible to Investigate and Treat Side Effects?

People who have been injured by the COVID jab are now in an incredibly tough situation, as doctors,

government agencies and the vaccine makers are all refusing responsibility. In a September 16,

2021, email to Dressen, Nath wrote:

“Ordinarily when any drug is released, it is the manufacturers responsibility to investigate

and treat the side effects. Where are the vaccine manufacturers in all of this? Have you

tried contacting them? It cannot be the government’s responsibility to pick up after them.

They are a [for] pro?t company and they should be the ones taking change [sic]. Don’t you

think?”

But vaccine makers are not investigating or treating side effects either. Why would they? They’ve

been granted total immunity against liability. The only way they can be held responsible for

damages is if they’re found guilty of willful misconduct or fraud.

Unfortunately, the FDA, CDC and NIH aren’t looking for misconduct or fraud. They’re covering it up.

And mainstream media, including so-called “fact” checkers, have been bought wholesale by an

industry that has every intention of obfuscating and hiding the truth about their products.

Why Media Have Embraced Censorship

As noted by independent journalist Paul Thacker,  mainstream media are refusing to call big tech

censorship for what it is, in large part because they support, and indeed need, fake fact checks:

“Disinformation doesn’t have to be sophisticated when people believe what they read. Once

this belief is established, censors ensure that disinformation remains strong, followed by

denial that there is censoring. That way inconvenient facts do not mar the chosen story.”

In the COVID era, the chosen story includes the fantasy that the COVID jabs are safe and effective

and have harmed no one, and there’s simply no way to prop up that story without fake fact checks.

Who Funds the Fake Fact Checkers?

It should come as no surprise then that fact checking organizations are funded by Big Pharma and

Big Pharma PR companies like the Publicis Groupe, which also happens to be a partner of both

Google  and the World Economic Forum (WEF).

PTzer, for example, funds Facebook’s fact checking operation.  Is it any wonder then that Facebook

rejects anything that criticizes the COVID jabs? PTzer also has signiTcant concicts of interest with

Reuters. Reuters chairman (and former CEO) James Smith is both a top investor and board member

of PTzer.  Might he have a vested interest in keeping PTzer’s media record clear of incriminating

details?

Many fact checking organizations also belong to the International Fact-Checking Network,  which

is Tnanced by George Soros (through his Open Society Foundation and the National Endowment for

Democracy), Google and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  — all of whom are part of the WEF’s

technocratic cabal that is pushing for a Great Reset.

Truth Tellers Have Data, Liars Have None

To end where we began, with the fact check on Kirsch and the NVIC’s MedAlert, a few days after

posting his conversation with Settles, he received an email from PolitiFact’s editor-in-chief, Angie

Holan, asking him to remove the recording. He refused. In a February 25, 2022, Substack post,

Kirsch wrote:

“Gabrielle asked if she could record the call and I consented, so that entitles all parties to

record the call. PolitiFact did not deny that we both consented. She wrote, ‘I am not in the

least embarrassed by how she conducted the interview. I'm asking that you remove the

video as a professional courtesy because the reporter did not consent to be recorded.’

First of all, she should be embarrassed by the interview. The interviewer was clearly

focused on proving an agenda and showed no interest in exploring evidence that was

counter her agenda. I gave her the story of the century if she would just follow up on what I

suggested she do.

Secondly with respect to permission, by asking me if it was OK to record the call, she is

giving implied consent for the call to be recorded since she is doing the asking. All parties

on the call consented to being recorded meaning the conversation is no longer private and

all parties can record the call.

I then raised the stakes: I challenged PolitiFact to a debate to settle the matter once and for

all in front of a live Internet audience as to who are the liars and who are the truth tellers ...

Of course, the problem with a debate is that usually one side wins. If it is the

misinformation spreaders, the narrative is crushed. This is why nobody wants a debate:

they can’t take the risk.

PolitiFact can’t win a fair debate. There is way too much information out now on how

dangerous the vaccines are that is impossible for them to explain. This is why I don’t think

that there is a snowball’s chance in hell they will accept.”

Indeed, the chances of PolitiFact accepting an invitation to debate someone like Kirsch, who has all

of his ducks in a row, is slim to none. In fact, it’s probably because of the excellent data analysis of

Kirsch and others that the CDC has started withholding certain data on COVID jab injuries and

hospitalizations. The reason given is that “they might be misinterpreted as the vaccines being

ineffective.” But as noted by Kirsch:

“The only way the vaccine data could be interpreted as ineffective by us ‘misinformation

spreaders’ is if the data shows the vaccines don’t work ... The CDC long-standing policy is

that no information can be released that may threaten the national vaccination initiative.

This isn’t about public safety. This is about not letting the public know the vaccines are

killing them ... Let’s be clear. The CDC hid the data because the data proves they were lying

to us. That’s the real reason.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Tnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Who Needs the Fake Fact-Checkers?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

Facebook has admitted in a court of law that its fact checkers are not asserting facts but, rather, First Amendment-protected opinions$

Steve Kirsch, founder of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, recorded a phone call with a fact checker from PolitiFact, showing just how ignorant the

fact checker is about the facts, and how unwilling she is to look at the data

$

There are three sources for vaccine injury data: The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) on the Center for Disease Control and

Prevention’s Wonder site; OpenVAERS; and MedAlerts, created by the National Vaccine Information Center. Of these, MedAlerts has the easiest-to-

use interface if you want to search and collate data

$

What makes VAERS so valuable is the fact that you can Tnd important safety signals that would otherwise be missed. This is its intended function,

and it works quite well for that

$

Fact checkers are now trying to dismiss VAERS data as unreliable at best and useless at worst. But they have a serious problem. The U.S.

government had a clear duty, enshrined in law, to create a system to detect potential vaccine injuries. If VAERS is useless, then government broke the

law. In their zeal to protect Big Pharma, fact checkers may be inadvertently throwing government agencies under the bus
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ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING! FACEBOOK USES THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT IT'S LIES, BUT DENIES THIS RIGHT TO USERS OF

IT'S PLATFORM...
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Yup. They and many others of this day of fake fact-checkers are using the “BS baqes brains” tactic. In the current spirit of

censorship - this type of check should rightfully be called “Opinion Checked”.
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Hear hear! Lawsuit material. And i Hope there are MANY lawsuits, class action! Go after 'em! They need to be held in check and

there needs to be accountability, at last! Our freedom is at stake.
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…….”‘I am more confused now than ever about what my active and willing engagement in the scientiTc process actually meant, or has

led to,’ she wrote ... ‘Looking back on this, I can see how unethical it was even when they were helping us,’ Dressen told The Epoch

Times.”,….. Everyone must get over it and move on. Just walk away from the medical system. I’ve been warning everyone of the

concicts of interest in the medical system for decades. It used to be the ongoing joke that the FDA, CDC, Capital Hill, Big Pharma,

Hospitals, and Universities were all in bed together. That’s an understatement! What we have now is a full blown MAFIA-like

organization that operates from the President down to the public educational system.

As early as Elementary School they begin the brainwashing by telling you grandma’s home remedies are snake oils. If you are sick you

must report to the school’s nurse and they will contact your parents! The sooner they can instill the law/order/FEAR of the medical

system into your developing mind the more proTts they will make. I may sound like a conspiracy theorist, but the numbers don’t lie.

Nothing our medical system has done since 1984 has improved the health/quality of people’s lives. All it has done is given us more

medications and vaccines.
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My thoughts exactly. Other than emergencies where one obviously needs surgery and/or bones reset or similar things, I think

we should all stay away from the medical system as much as possible. I think my grandmother only saw a doctor twice in her

life. Once she had an operation on her eye, and once she had the cu. She lived to be 92. I do take supplements due to the

negative effects the ultra wealthy and their government collaborators have had on our food, water, air...actually, everything

possible. But even there one has to be extremely careful to do a lot of research on the companies and the sources of

ingredients.

I really don't see any reason for reporters to call the CDC and ask them anything since we already know to expect lies and

exaggerations. Lawyers probably have all the proof they need to put a lot of them in prison, but with the owned judicial system

and all the deep state, NGOs, and professional lifelong politicians running things, the Medical MaTa seems to be untouchable so

far. One day they will pay, but they will kill a lot more people before they are brought to justice.
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What we have now is just as you say, JamNJijm, and also more. It is "one world government under BigPharma", and divided with

an agenda-based will instead of "indivisible", and not with liberty or justice for Anybody...At All! In fact, it's all about their

world-wide proTteering....period! And the power structure goes accordingly. Follow the money!
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Here we go! Remember Dr. Mercola warning us about this like 6+ months ago? Israel may be having a Polio outbreak:

www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/could-israel-be-facing-a-polio-outbre..
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Here's the latest overturning the past, from United Airlines (re mandates):

Tnance.yahoo.com/news/united-airlines-let-unvaccinated-employees-1504..
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I saw Kirsch on Stew Peters yesterday and he has one doctor that has a practice that has kept independent data on his clientele that

have received the injection( they are not vaccines). The doctor had 41 severe adverse event reactions to the injection in his own group

of clientele, with 4 deaths. Now this may seem like a big deal until you do simple math and multiple this 1 million doctors in the

US.(granted not all have the same amount of clients). But the real point is that when a drug that is FDA approved(EUA status for the

injections) and there are 5 deaths attributed to the drug, a black box warning is issued, 50 deaths and the drug is pulled from market.

VAERS has only 1% of the events reported and nearly 25,000 deaths are noted.

So where is the law that protects the people being injected? On this one issue, the government can be sued. Also Comirnaty(approved

in Oct, 2021) has not even started production in the US. When the FDA approved this BioNtech vaccine, then the other injections were

to be pulled within 30 days awaiting the new approved vaccine that supplanted the EUA ones. The judicial system is complicit in the

crimes against the people(US) Now, we also have the discovery of the eggs of parasites coming from the injections of PTzer

Comirnaty in Europe and MODeRNA. How much more of a nefarious plot needs to be revealed before we take action directly?
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MORE IS BEING REVEALED at state levels. Here's Steve Kirsch again, with Dr Bryan Ardis and Dr. Peter McCullough in a medical

freedom discussion with Pennsylvania state legislators, asking questions about lack of early response and individual

sovereignty and other pertinent questions, after some of the legislators watched the 3-hr Joe Rogan interview w Dr Peter

McCullough. This is quite telling! 2-hrs long (unfortunately) - - - Expert Panel Discussion on COVID-19 and Medical Freedom |

Pennsylvania Senate: www.bitchute.com/.../Cuam2Jsay27P  - see for yourself! At the end, they are asking who to follow (answ:

not the CDC), and wondering if the state of Florida is setting the best example.
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We should not forget there is a very long & well-worn level of deceit concerning what has been promoted about just regular vaccines,

this experimental Jab/s is just icing on the cake. Whether vaccines, the Jab/s, or what is promoted as meds or med treatment - One

Size Does Not Fit All. It is all upside down when concerns based on facts are attacked as opinions, fake, false, misinformation, yet

those with $$$, Power, Control along with enormous incuence can promote opinions as facts & for the most part remain unchallenged.

The Pharma/Fauci Fraud foundation is Thou Shalt Not Speak Ill or of anything that may cause someone not to take the Jab/s or

vaccines. That seems to be the biggest Fact in the room. The original Snake Oil Rockerfeller Salesman must be dancing in his corner

of Hell.
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steve - your FACTS are a mix of lies and half truths - as a matter of fact - when is a LIE a FACT ?? - I suppose it all begs the

question cui bono - "who gains" - not the PEASANTS that pay with theiir lives so that the greedheads can feel gratiTed

puppeteers - dancing around the Golden Calf - legends in their own minds
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Stan, my facts? My observations are the Oycialdoms lies are promoted as facts, and what few facts we can still Tnd are

attacked as lies and misinformation by that Oycialdom. I'm a little confused as to what are my facts & are a mix of lies and

half-truths? Lies are not facts & neither are opinions. People have a right to an opinion, but they should be based on facts if

those facts are allowed to exist.
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really Stan.. what ya drinkin or smokin?
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1) Moderna did not merely apply for a patent on 2016 February 4 with US9587003B2: as reported in the Daily Mail. They actually

applied on 2013 December 16 for 4 patents with US9149506B2, US9216205B2, US9255129B2, US9301993B2:as well. So Moderna

had developed the 19 nucleotide gene sequence containing the Furin Cleavage Site which gives Covid19 its infectivity to humans by

patented gain of function research as early as 2013, 6 years before the Wuhan outbreak took place. Not 3 as reported in the Mail and

virally elsewhere..  2) 1,291 Side Effects PTzer COVID Vaccine Reveals Released Documents Link here:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-releases-pTzer-vaccine-docume..  Vaccines are death shots - deliberate - within 2 years

forecast
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Sadly there are so many lies, that nothing should be wholly trusted until proven trustworthy, including long established religious

scripture! The extent of distortion and lies I am discovering, via curious people's documented research, is really quite shocking.

Discoveries including: * There is no reproducible scientiTc proof that contagion exists. * There is no reproducible scientiTc

proof that "viruses" are a form of life, even an undead/prion-like agent. * There is no reproducible scientiTc proof that "vaccines"

do anything useful, which isn't surprising given the prior facts, rather that they are all harmful because of their [deliberately

toxic] content! Given the above facts, these patents are clearly deceptive, and more likely a description of synthetic genetic

sequences intended for bio-warfare/trans-humanism use, via abusive gene/germ-line therapy, and/or as misdirection to enable

abusive use of toxic substances like rGO and rGOH.  This abuse may have started long before the "Covid-19" "vaccines",

possibly in earlier "vaccines" and other medical injections.
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Everything starts with yourself, so leave the monopolies and silos behind, and drop out from old news media, "social" media platforms,

centralized operating systems and browsers, medicine-based health, etc. and go for versatility, agility and freedom.
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As part of a “comprehensive media campaign,” the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) sponsored hundreds of

American media companies to produce advertising pushing COVID vaccines. The Biden administration also purchased ads in “legacy

media publications including the New York Post, the Los Angeles Times, and The Washington Post, digital media companies like

BuzzFeed News and Newsmax, and hundreds of local newspapers and TV stations.” “The government also relied on earned media

featuring ‘incuencers’ from ‘communities hit hard by COVID-19,'” the report kept going, going on to add that other “incuencers”

included “experts” such as White House chief medical adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci as well as other academics who endorsed the

vaccinations in interview sessions.

The Blaze reported that legacy media and cable news networks that garnered federal payments for rolling COVID jab ads concurrently

published “countless articles and video segments” about the experimental injections “that were nearly uniformly positive about the

vaccine in terms of both its eycacy and safety.” According to The Blaze, the Biden administration purchased HHS advertising slots as

part of a $1 billion federal campaign (read below) to “strengthen vaccine trust in the United States” for the Tnancial year 2021.

The HHS asserted that the “timing” of its “vaccine conTdence efforts” was meant to coincide with “increasing vaccine availability,” and

that information released through the media would reassure Americans of the “safety and effectiveness” of the experimental vaccines,

that have been connected to hundreds of thousands of adverse reactions and tens of thousands of fatalities. GreatGameIndia - You

have all been suckered into having the death vaccines
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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US Agencies were never intended to be used as political pawns of the party in power. All this has changed as they have become

captives of corporations they are supposedly regulating. The White House has been found guilty of serious executive branch

overreach, nevermind the response planning. Initially drafted by the Rockefeller Institute in 2010 and updated several times,

includes a scenario based on agency power grabs. So the govt is using a script drafted by a private foundation hell bent for

decades on reducing population, to respond to any crises? Can you imagine this in your worst nightmare?
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC, FDA, and NIH can't afford to tell the truth. Besides fraud and criminal behavior, the NIH actually banked about $125 billion

dollars in 2021 from covid. According to Robert Kennedy, the NIH gets about 1/2 of the proTts on vaccines, and the 3 vaccine makers

for the USA, reported about $250 billion in proTts from covid. They didn't even take any risk in going after that money, since the tax

payers fund the risk. It is a great job, if you can get it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Also a fabulous sector to invest money, according to Bill Gates, he is receiving about a 20:1 return on investment. And keep in

mind, some heads of fact-checking agencies are heavily invested in Pharma stocks. When you drill down, will eventually lead to

GREED, as the prime motivating factor for the past 2 years, and earlier 20th and 21st century pandemics.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anything that throws the FDA, NIH, CIA, IRS, banksters/shorters and all Globalists including Soros and head politicians on both sides

(since it's all one) is Tne in my book and this is what they deserve.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hello All........ www.bitchute.com/.../8lHwIKjcxRal
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why anyone believes that the media has the expertise to 'fact-check' anything, is beyond me.  To genuinely check the facts of each and

every article or post, would take a 'fact-checker' a long time to research and disprove - that is, assuming they were actually qualiTed in

the relevant discipline. Even then, it would be a single interpretation, not a consensus. The media discredit themselves when they

attempt to 'fact-check', and censor content - they make themselves look ignorant, intolerant, and dictatorial.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, the media can't check anything. they are the liars...
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"they make themselves look ignorant, intolerant, and dictatorial." That is because they are ignorant, intolerant and dictatorial.

They (Facebook fact checkers) fact checked me on so much with a long list of what I did wrong and gave me a link to look. The

only thing that the link showed was dates when I supposedly posted misinformation except one in which it said that I had said

something was beautiful (I have no idea what) and they disagreed. What? So my punishment was that my posts would be put

low in everyone's feed so as not to be seen.  Oh but hey that was better than facebook jail because I said if a tarantula came

back after my baby birds I would shoot it. They said that I was violent. We sure live in a strange world that seems to get stranger

every day!!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO is qualiTed to "Fact check" somebody else, anyway? Life has taught me that we can only know or understand a small piece

of someone else's experience, not walking in their very own shoes. Only self-righteous individuals with ego problems deem

themselves capable of "Fact" checking someone else, whose face they may or may not have ever seen and who they may or

may not even know personally! And they probably DON"T know the whole story, no matter how they claim to or how they tout

their so-called "authority", hereby proven to be founded in ignorance! This applies to "qualiTed" and "unqualiTed" "fact" Checkers

alike, including psychologists and psychiatrists, yup! Think about it! Do they live in someone else's shoes and know their total

experience? I doubt it. Do all of them care? Many may be very good people,but Not all of them are even ethical or on the right

side of the street.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There’s no such thing as a fact checker. These people are paid shills that do nothing but run cover for Big Pharma.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The enemy of tyranny is truth. The tool of tyranny is the Bamboozle.  “One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been

bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in Tnding out the truth.

The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give

a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.” ~ Carl Sagan.  IMHO the number one problem is that so many accept

the Bamboozle, not searching for the truth.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spot on, Galeforce. “Ignorant, intolerant and dictatorial”. No argument with that description. But here’s where I part company

with their followers. Why on earth would anyone with even modest education waste precious time with an outTt that Tts that

description? Call me old fashioned if you like, but before social media arrived, unbelievably we managed to live our lives, bring

up our children and hold down a job without feeling the need to be judged by “ignorant, intolerant and dictatorial” media

organisations every step of the way. [Paragraph ends] What is it that is driving this generation’s need for approval from faceless

media? Is it a form of addiction or just plain lack of education?  Remember that the vast majority of social media users would

not know what a randomised, double blind, placebo controlled, peer reviewed scientiTc study was if it came up and shook them

by the hand, not to mention concicts of interest and inducements by those with vested interests.

Therefore, these so called “fact checkers” can have no understanding of scientiTc enquiry which in any case is not really a

collection of “facts” but in e.g. health studies is a body of ongoing, evolving research to increase our understanding of human

biochemistry and health - not really appropriate to assessment by “ignorant, arrogant and dictatorial” nobodies paid for by

criminal organisations. Once there is consensus we may establish “facts”, but even then there may not be general agreement.

[Paragraph ends] Time to call it a day with social media, Alldogs. Best tactic, deprive these platforms of your time, energy and

custom. Vote with your mouse or your browser to exclude them. from your life. Just imagine how powerless they would be

without their millions of followers!?
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s scary I see hundreds of these’fact checking’ jobs advertised everywhere day- continue to hire hundreds to censor us. Only

qualiTcations appear to be having a pulse and being a crazy power hungry liberal. The younger generation eats this up and loves idea

of these jobs —of course they believe it makes them so noble ’doing good’
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VTSkier
Joined On 10/14/2011 1:06:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch this video about embalmers Tnding rubbery linear clots clogging veins and even arteries, and only since the mRNA shots

started. rumble.com/vtcsgw-worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-Tnd-veins-and-arterie..  The son of a former neighbor is a mortician and

does embalming, as well as his girlfriend. I told his mother about this and she said Mike and his girlfriend were visiting that afternoon

and she'd ask him. The next morning she texted me "Omg, they have Both seen this the past 3 months. They think it may be due to the

Covid "vaccine", but do not have proof!" So both Mike and his girlfriend conTrmed that they have also recently encountered these clots.

They have to clear the veins and arteries to enable the embalming process. In the video it is stated that some other morticians with 40

years of experience had NEVER seen clots like this until just recently! These people are dying from heart attacks and strokes listed as

cause of death. The embalmers have found vaccination cards in their pockets (they are required by law to return any effects to the

families). And life insurance companies are seeing gigantic jumps in the number of deaths from heart-attacks (which are usually due

to clots) and strokes.  Things that make you go "hmmmmmmmm"!
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lonerngr88
Joined On 8/29/2011 11:08:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been self-isolating for over 10 years because the toxins in fragranced laundry & personal products make me very ill. Doctors are

not trained in chemical injury just as they are not trained in vaccine injury. Any "symptoms" are regarded as in your head and an

appropriate antidepressant is discussed. If proTt is involved any adverse effects of the product will be swept under the rug and denied.

To the vaccine injured--Welcome to the joy of having a politically incorrect illness.
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TruthST8up
Joined On 12/26/2020 6:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Several points of fact / correction:  It cannot be second-amendment protected opinion when it is put forth as fact by a professional

organization; that is both fraud and fake news and a lie to cause terror (like shouting Tre in a crowded theater)--and those who so

spoke as professionals are guilty if anyone who is injured from their lies.  It is odd that they call facts "fake news" and fake news when

caught they call "second amendment protected opinion". This is blatant subterfuge and deceit; at the same time, they censor anyone

who disagrees with their lies, libeling them as "fake news".

Finally, the government cannot break the law. But understand, the government is NOT the politicians, but the true people and the US

Constitution. Politicians break the law; and when they do so they are to be held personally accountable, outside all oycial immunity;

for their oyce does not entail in the job description, violating the Constitution, breaking the law, committing crimes, etc., so such

things are personal acts that they commit ex oycio. sacredtruthministries.com/articles/only-way-keep-politicians-honest-an..
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe you meant 1st amendment - freedom of speech, not second, during your incoherent rant. your welcome!
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roadmaster
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:48:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fack chekurs? BAH! One of the primary reasons I dumped Fakebook was because every other post I made was declared suspect by

the willfully ignorant pukes at Politi-facks...  Getting thrown into FB "jail" became a validation of our opinion for myself and most of my

friends.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the LIE begins right at the start - FACT checkers - when is a FACT not a FACT ?? - the answer is "when it is not a FACT - quite simple -

so if they are not checking FACTS, what are they checking ?? - Big Brother is promoting LIES and calling them FACTS - FaceBook

admits this in court - this whole FARCE has been characterized by LIES from its Trat beginnings - in FACT nothing that Big Brother's

subsidiary Pharma says or doews relates to FACTS - this is why they have repeatedly been Tned for marketing toxins falsely labelled

as therapies and paid billions to stay in business - this is a FACT that PTzer cannot deny - that PTzer are repeat criminals is a FACT !!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear hear! Well said! Thank you Stanleybecker! And since when do "opinions protected by the Trst amendment" ever qualify as

"facts" anyway??? This is what BigPharma calls "Science"???  Hahahahaha!!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

is this your opiunion of the FACTS that they are checking mirandola ?? - when opinions become FACTS then there is no hope left

in Pandora's Box - when all knowledge is FICTITIOUS the goal of Mankind is solely to be LIED to - this is what is meant by the

Dark Ages
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Absolutely correct Stanley. We agree!
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terrieser
Joined On 9/30/2012 6:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About 8 months ago, I was fact-checked on Facebook on a peer reviewed article that I had posted.  I suspected it might happen. So,

my next post was, “who checks the fact-checkers”?  It gave me a moment of pleasure…
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Joined On 9/30/2012 6:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“You can’t make this stuff up”.  This woman was so disingenuous that I was amazed at Kirsch’s patience.
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lovemichigan
Joined On 6/21/2011 7:07:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Facebook. Posted Dr Mercola’s articles as though I had posted them. They marked them as misinformation and said this is why…..then

told their big lie. Who needs Facebook. I don’t, I am banned.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope you are all attending the HealthFreedomSummit which starts today and features Dr Mercola and other well known names.
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Back Road Annie
Joined On 10/26/2008 8:27:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Steve Kirsch & Dr. Mercola (once again)! Thank you Steve for recording that interview. Absolutely made my morning. So

innately brilliant, concise and articulate. Something the fact checker should emulate. But, that would require some intellectual

curiosity and honesty and frankly a better grasp of the English language. Oh, well, AI and Grammerly here we come.
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FedUp58
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:14:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great Interview! That nervous laugh she had tells me she respectfully hears what you say but has no intention to look into it. She does

not want to put herself out there as someone who questions those who tell her what to think. So goes our

society....comply...comply...comply!
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dennisp4
Joined On 1/19/2013 11:10:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I block "fact checkers" on FB in "settings". You'd be surprised how many are following you.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What happened.....Shane Warne and Rodney Marsh dead by heart failure due to perhaps tripled jabbed injection !!!!
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What happened.....Shane Warne and Rodney Marsh dead by heart failure due to perhaps tripled jabbed injection !!!!
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#FraudEvisceratesContracts
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Check this out  odysee.com/.../Same-Actors,-Different-Show:d
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People scratch their heads and wonder how other countries are in constant civil war and come under terrorist attacks all the time.

When you're government is corrupt that's what happens. When there's no transparency and no consistency you lose the trust of the

people. All it takes then is one slip up that reveals a crime against humanity and all hell breaks lose (similar to what's happening in

Ukraine). Where's Fauci? Florida's governor, Desantis said in a press conference the other day that Fauci was in "protective custody". Is

this true or was Desantis being sarcastic because it does appear that Fauci has gone into hiding.
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I watched that whole speech Desantis gave. I believe it was on OAN. He was being sarcastic. The MSM only plays the part

where he actually said that 1 liner and spun it to make it sound like Desantis really meant it. Remember, they did the same thing

to Trump every day. Here's the only partial video of that speech I can Tnd:

pafop38.org/2022/03/06/fauci-is-in-the-witness-protection-program-cor..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Say, I wonder if the Lew Rockwell article this morning needs to be fact checked. [sarc]

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/no_author/covid-infections-in-britain-are-..  ~~OR~~

alexberenson.substack.com/p/urgent-covid-infections-in-britain/comment..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi grulla, several good comments under the berenson substack full article...you may want to check those out!
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When ANYone says, about ANYthing, that it is completely safe. Run. Do not walk. (hint: nothing is absolutely safe for absolutely

everyone. Sheep carry syphilis safely, humans do not. Some humans courish on peanuts, others die upon exposure. Completely safe.

um. right)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HAHAHAHA!!!!! On FB I was noted by ridiculous "fact" checkers to have "Begun my education" in a **highschool**! So evidently I must

be a real genius (I don't claim that fyi) because according to "fact" Checkers I never attended elementary school and never learned my

ABCs or how to do math, yet I jumped right in and "began my education" at this ***highschool*** (which also so happened to have a

vast percentage extremely gifted students). It was further stated by "Fact checkers" that the ivy league school for my profession,

requiring either advanced professional status or high achievement level just for entry to this school noted as one of the two top

nationwide in my professional area, was also where I had "begun my studies".

Fact: I had done decades of studies prior! HAHAHAHAHA!!! "Fact" Checkers proved themselves to be just absolutely above and beyond

ridiculous, having done NO research and not caring one iota about any so-called "Facts". Instead, they pretty much proved that they

have an agenda, and don't like people like us who happen to have some concerns and criticisms founded in very real matters worthy

of, and even very important to, examine. It's a laughable entity, all about gossip and hen pecking, and not about anything real at all.

Word should be spread widely to distrust this laughable entity and their equally laughable work. They really should be working for

(what I consider really disgusting, by the way) National Enquirer Gossip Columns, not for the government, the media, FB or BigPharma.

And if this is what BigPharma funds, they are really severely discrediting their own cause, and so is FB. I guess "Facts" According to

BigPharma-funded FB "fact checkers" are really hen-pecking gossip hounds calling themselves "fact" checkers! Time to laugh them

down! FYI, FACT: The ACLU has called Facebook "FBI Spy Central".
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've checked your FACTS - and they represent the TRUTH
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The girl on the phone with Steve Kirsch sounds like a high school kid. She doesn't understand statistics and she doesn't understand

medicine. She is a paid propagandist from The Ministry of "Truth..."
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you seen this link? www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientiTc-proof-lethal /  **** "COVID-19 Vaccines: ScientiTc Proof of

Lethality Post published: 5 January 2022 at www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientiTc-proof-lethal  Over One Thousand

ScientiTc Studies Prove That the COVID-19 Vaccines Are Dangerous, and All Those Pushing This Agenda Are Committing the

Indictable Crime of Gross Misconduct in Public Oyce   Just over 12 months from deployment of the COVID 19 emergency use

experimental vaccines, scientiTc studies in the thousands, and reports of criminal complaints of assault and murder from the illegal,

unlawful use of biochemical poisons made to police forces around the country, verify an assault on an unsuspecting UK population.

Irrefutable science shows that the COVID 19 vaccine is not safe and not effective in limiting transmission or infection from the

SARS-CoV-2, coronavirus pathogens. The “safe and effective” false propaganda, put out by public oycials who now are continuing to

push this vaccine, is a clear breach of duty. A public oyce holder is subject to, and aware of, a duty to prevent death or serious injury

that arises only by virtue of the functions of the public oyce.

***** What is even more incriminating is that these articles are NOT hard to Tnd. Just go to http://www.nih.gov  and enter a search

term. Example: "Chloroquine" gives "Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread"  Virol J. 2005 Aug

22;2:69. doi: 10.1186/1743-422X-2-69. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318   Note the date: 2005 !!! We have been played!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not "gross misconduct". It's Crimes Against Humanity and they all need to be put to death! Thanks for the "ScientiTc Proof"

link, Brian. I added it to my library as a PDF. What a shame that no one around here will even look at any proof!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only that, Brian. On the pubmed paper it shows: Ayliation 1) Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases, Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia 30333, USA. mvincent@cdc.gov.-------The head researcher for this study worked for the

CDC at the time!
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almost moved to tears  https://youtu.be/7YOD9drZasM
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess Fact Checkers are funded by donations. These donations given according to what Fact Checkers stand for or state on their

site. Donations based on stated representations. So if I donate on that bases but you do not do what you say you will "fact check" or

whatever else you claim then I may get a little peeved and feel robbed as a donor. Was my money taken fraudulently I may ask? What

happens in the case of a donor who should be fact checked but won't because of the donation made that would raise questions as to

how the donation has incuenced the integrity of the process and compromised the objective. Journalists should go back to journalism

is what Kirsch is asking for and use their training properly to their own betterment and peace of mind.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2022/03/10/covid-variant-deltacron/..  Just Released! We have a new covid-19 variant. They

are calling it "Deltacron".......You can guess the reasoning behind the name. YEP! Supposedly a Delta variant and a Omicron variant got

together to produce a new variant called Deltacron! You can't make this up! This reads like a 6 year old story/fairy tale book. Delta met

Omicron, then they got married. Then they had children and lived happily ever after! What a freaking joke! Of course, look at the

source: USA TODAY! They are trying to outdo CNN as the #1 rated propaganda network!
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fox, OAN, Newsmax are and always will be #1 in factless propaganda. Don't strike down the messenger if you don't like and

agree with the fact based message.
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only are they pushing the notion of Deltacron, but they are also pushing Covid, (Corona, formally known as a particular

strain of colds,) is likely to become a yearly version of the cu. Bull Spit, it has always been a seasonal visitor & it has always

mutated just as the other cold viruses. This is very likely why it was chosen so as to be a way for Big Pharma & Gates to Tll their

coffers by expanding market shares with a seasonal shot along with cu shots. Flu shots were losing support by the public as it

is year after year we were told, it doesn't Tt this year's actual proTle, but take it anyway it will protect you.

Is it a stretch to expect cu like coronas run through the majority of the population without most even knowing it? Perhaps we do

ourselves a disservice to our immune systems by not letting it adapt properly? Another fear message is OMG the white-tailed

deer population, mice & other mammals harbor the Covid. Big deal because this has always been part of the natural order of

nature. Doc shared a clip where a doctor was explaining at a public meeting these Jab/s are BS because other than Smallpox, (if

the memory is working,) is the only virus not carried in the animal kingdom population.

It has always been opinioned by the researchers there will never be a vaccine for colds, corona because they constantly, rapidly

mutate. Fact checkers can Bull Spit all they want, the lies have been too many to cover up with more lies. So has anyone seen

Fauci? Is he in hiding or is he reading than re-reading his old playbook trying to Tgure out what he got wrong this time after 40

years not getting caught? Read Kennedy's book. Read Ronnie & Doc's book, the Truth About Covid.
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mirandola
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HAHAHAHA! If they couldn't name it Delta 1, Delta 2, Coronavirus 3 and ran out of names and numbers,now they have to invent

a new name and a new story since they are running out of any other story! Well fairy tales, do not a science, make. HAHAHAHA!

Everybody have a good laugh,and just ignore the propaganda. In fact, hold facts on hand to throw as discrediting material. Keep

watching 'em, just as they do us! Laugh 'em down, they deserve it!
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I guess they think they can keep dragging out this Plandemic forever. People are already catching on. I have talked with perfect

strangers who commented about how ridiculous it is that shops remain closed two years later, and others have said how the

story keeps changing so they don't know what to trust or who. The truth is going to come out: "You will be free IF you take the

vaccine" is INHERENTLY a statement that NOBODY IS FREE!!! Gimme a break. This is one more way to dangle carrots, masks on

masks off, game over, oops it's on again.....people will "Get it", Tnally, and they are starting to. Trucking convoys, mass marches

are proof.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

listen to this...Activist Max Igan: COVID jab is about genetically modifying humans and getting nanotech inside the human body.

www.brighteon.com/29e05e02-1a0e-4533-8a62-e19713408c06   another link... with Gerald Celente.. www.youtube.com/watch
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't need to listen. I've known this from the beginning and have posted exactly that - many times. If people choose not to

listen to what I tell them; that's their problem - not mine!
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@ Randyfast, thank you for your comment...glad to know we are both on the same page, as most commenters on this site are.

Your thoughts and others, are so welcomed. Thank you all.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CairnsNews says that a Centerlink whistleblower has said that all Australian Government payments for Welfare Recipients - Family Tax

BeneTt, Old Age Pensions, Unemployment BeneTts, must get vaccines after election, or be denied beneTts from August 2022 - with

proof of shots, to get beneTts , including kids. No shots = no beneTts. More extreme, the whole family, everyone at residence,

including all kids, will need to prove proof of current updated shots, to get and keep beneTts.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Your body or your life!" is the statement governing our "Choice" to receive the vaccine. Because money becomes, in our society,

a means to sustain life. Housing, job or beneTts, food.....But just trust the "authorities". And that is exactly what they are.

Further, it is criminal, a form of virtual gunpointing, to threaten people with house and food and home if they don't submit....to

whatever it so happens to be, in this case sacriTce of bodily autonomy and the right to choose and also, the right to refuse. This

is the source we are all supposed to trust, eh? Increasingly, NO!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CORRUPTION - Morrison p[repaid Pharma through the IMF loan for enough vaccines for 7 years - the baksheesh that has driven

this coercement is {must be} a quota that involves rich pickings for Morrison and all the other bribed politicians in Austria

Germany and Canada who use the cattle prong to enforce compliance - and the ingenuous citizenry don't get the picture by

submitting to slavery through the oyces of a public servant that has now become their SLAVE MASTER
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This 'pandemic' is basically done. There's no reason to take a shot, even if it really protected you. They want to kill off those who

are taking money from the government and incapacitate the rest.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bring it on ...RichardNoakes....whatever, if they pull this on me, there is a law, sue the F@:kers......
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets wait..... OkAY
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets wait and see,
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was going through some paperwork, and guess what I found? I am in a class action suit against PTzer for the purchase of an EpiPen

(I am a beekeeper) accusing the "esteemed" pharma company of antitrust and federal racketeering charges. Now why would I want to

take a "vaccine" from a company who is accused of maTaoso behavior? (Class action suits are almost always won. I look forward to

my $5 coupon any day now.) Also Johnson and Johnson knew about asbestos in their talcum powder and that followed with 38,000

lawsuits against them from women who have suffered with female disorders, including cancer.

J & J created a subsidiary company, dumped all the lawsuits into the subsidiary, and then declared bankruptcy. There was public

outrage, but it is all "completely legal"! Don't forget, J & J has 35 billion in cash reserves! Of course human lives and suffering mean

nothing to them. So why would I take a J & J covid vaccine? Even if I were pro covid vaccine, why would anybody in their right mind

trust these companies????
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"ArtiTcial fertilizer shortage will cause billions to starve" The globalists are just getting started. The perfect storm: the bio-weapon plus

fertilizer and energy shortages, both manufactured: www.bitchute.com/.../Y3boqa5f5uUW
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OFF SUBJECT, and apparently fact checking not required...right? Sadly, the recent recipient of a pig heart transplant surgery two

months ago, has died. nypost.com/2022/03/09/maryland-man-dies-months-after-Trst-pig-heart-t..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awww, they screwed up, they should have given it to a Predator.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people need to understand how the weather is manipulated....Dr M commenters excused.

 www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-watch-global-alert-news-mar..
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is signiTcant. ncrenegade.com/truth-in-plain-sight-about-the-bio-weapon-known-as-covi..
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbyW, : There's no reason to take a shot, even if it really protected you."  Do you really believe the clot shots protect anyone? Good

grief!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kiss your Constitution Byw bye...... www.renegadetribune.com/massachusetts-georgia-and-iowa-set-to-make-que..    Just like Bobby

Fischer said.... www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Tscher-speaks-jews   ...

www.renegadetribune.com/massachusetts-georgia-and-iowa-set-to-make-que..    Kiss you First amendment byebye ... """US

Government had a clear duty, enshrined in law, to create a system to detect potential vaccine injuries.""" Oh Yeah,,,,,sure they do.......and

my chickens have lips too... U.S. government can do anything they want....laws? lol.......sure Da Laws are for the goy...just ask Bobby

Fischer>>>>>   libquotes.com/bobby-Tscher    <<<>>>>> www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Tscher-speaks-jews   ... WebMD is another

crock of bullsh!t,,,,along with WHO FDA CDC , biden harris and the rest of the trash
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny, Dr. Mercola's articles include the information "Fact checked" at the top right next to his name.I pretty much don't believe

anything anymore and that includes the claim that his articles are factchecked when the prevailing consensus right here is, that

factchecking is not really possible.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's called footnotes. All of Dr. Mercola's articles provide links (footnotes) to the data that backs up what he is saying. Most

of the time I do the same. In many cases, the subject matter has been discussed on this forum so many times that it is

unnecessary to provide the same links over and over. The real FACT checks come when what he suggest you try actually works.

No one on this forum has died from Covid-19 and that's a FACT JACK!
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting you use poynter.org as a reference to show that they are funded by charitable and educational foundations like the 2

mentioned but also many others like the Duke University reporters lab - for fair and truthful journalism. Arthur M Blank Foundation. the

National Endowment for Democracy - one of the founders being Ronny Reagan, a right wing puppet. the Omidyar Network -

omidyar.com/.../pierre-omidyar . And the Park foundation.  It also mentions some funding, not all, from the above foundations. You too

can donate to help insure fair, fact Tlled journalism on their site.

www.paypal.com/donate/?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=R6P847KAR467..  My point is, you use the reference as something it is

not. Implying it is itself fake for having received "some" funding from these independent charitable orgs. Which is ironic because you

did exactly what you implied they did. That in itself is false and fraudulent. If you wish to make a point then don't rely on innuendos,

and conspiracy theories. If there are no facts to Tt your narrative then, maybe your narrative is wrong. Just use facts! Be better.
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